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TIMBERLOOK is the Flush Sash system fromAffordable Windows. It boasts an authentic square mortise and tenon looking
fabrication for both the sash and outerframe - with none of the diagonal mitred joints that normally identify uPVC windows.

Featuring a night latch as standard, and with unique design options like a deep bottom rail, traditional cill details, and
concealed trickle ventilation - TIMBERLOOK windows are virtually identical to the most expensive wooden windows.

OURNEW 28-PAGE
BROCHUREWILL DO ALL
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TIMBERLOOK IS AMODERN UPVC SYSTEM THAT REPLICATES HERITAGE DESIGNS
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MORTISE & TENON LOOKS | CHOICE OF COLOURS & WOODGRAINS | MATCHING FLUSH DOOR

THE BEST INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL
DESIGN AVAILABLE IN A FLUSH SASH
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01253 888222
TO GET YOUR
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SAMPLES
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As the spread of coronavirus
continues, the government
remains committed to con-
struction continuing if workers
can operate within the Public
Health Guidelines.

To help Members cope, the
GGF has set up several
Business Continuity Support
communications channels.

The support has 3 strands:
•To collate the most relevant

information from all key
sources and communicate it
to Members during the crisis.

•To communicate Members
and the industry’s issues to
the respective government
departments and by doing so
lobby for greater support for
the glass and glazing industry.

•To adjust the GGF’s
resources and services so
they provide more focused

support for Members during
the COVID-19 crisis.

Every day the GGF external
affairs and marketing depart-
ment is monitoring the informa-
tion and updates received
from government departments,
related construction trade bod-
ies and the political media.
The most relevant information
for the industry is then selected
and cascaded to GGF Mem-
bers often on a daily basis.

The GGF conveys this key
information via:
•Regular Business Continuity

Support emails to Members.
•Uploading direct links to

government support and
guidance on the GGF website.

•Uploading articles with the
latest news and information
in the GGF website news
section.

•Creation of a new GGF
Business Continuity Support
section on the Members’ only
section of the GGF website
to house all updates.

•Upload of key government
documents such the Site
Operating Procedures on the
GGF website publications
section.

•Providing information and
digital toolkits from the
GGF’s business support
partners such as Citation –
the HR, employment law and
business support consultants.

•Sharing information on
social media via Twitter and
LinkedIn.

You can find all the latest
daily news at theinstaller.pro

i

The Board of the GGF Fund
Ltd has taken the decision to
not accept any deposit pay-
ments into the GGF Deposit
Indemnity Fund from 1st April
2020 because of the uncer-
tain and unprecedented
market conditions caused by
the COVID-19 crisis.
John Agnew, GGF Fund Chair-
man says: “This immediate action
was necessary to protect the
GGF Deposit Indemnity Fund.
The timing of this decision means
that the GGF Deposit Indemnity
Fund current insurance cover ex-
pired on 31st March 2020. With
the extent and length of the
COVID-19 lockdown in the UK
unknown, re-insurers could not
take on the existing risk levels in
the current market conditions. Al-

though insurance is now in place
from 1st April 2020, the terms of
the cover are still not sufficient to
cover several large or multiple
small liquidations. The implica-
tions of this decision now mean
that GGF Deposit Indemnity Fund
Members will need to take their
own actions to ensure that they
comply with the requirements of
their chosen Competent Person
Scheme in England & Wales.”

Examples of compliance:
•That companies wish to encour-
age consumers from whom you
take a deposit from to pay some
or all of the deposit by credit card
(as long as the total contract value
is above £100 and below
£30,000). The GGF Fund Ltd, ad-
vises that all companies who take

deposits seek their own specific
legal advice on this compliance.
•That customers buying products
via credit finance agreements
should have their deposits pro-
tected under Section 75A of the
Consumer Credit Act as long as
the total contract value is under
£60,260. Again the GGF Fund
Ltd, advises that companies seek
their own specific legal advice
on this.

Exisitng cover rules
The GGF Fund Ltd will still pro-
vide cover for deposits taken by
GGF Fund Members up to 31st
March 2020 as long as any pre-
miums for deposits taken up to
that date are paid to the GGF
Fund Ltd, by the 30th April
2020. i

GGF Fund Ltd Closes To New Business

Support For GGF
Members During Crisis
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Modplan Donates Stock Of
PPE To Local Doctors’Surgery
Trade fabricator Modplan
has just donated its stock of
personal protective equip-
ment (PPE) to its local doc-
tors’ surgery to help protect
NHS staff as they tackle the
Covid-19 outbreak.

Heidi Sachs from Modplan,
said: “All our manufacturing fa-
cilities and paint plant are tem-
porarily shut to protect our
workers and their families in
line with government guidance.
As such, we had PPE stock that
we weren’t using and we knew
the NHS could make use of it at
this critical time.”

The stock of items donated by
Modplan includes full protec-
tive body suits, masks, goggles,
gloves, hand sanitiser, disinfec-
tant, paper rolls and toilet
paper. They will be used to
enable the surgery to carry out
face-to-face consultations
safely.

Sachs continued: “Like every-

one in the country, here at
Modplan we are grateful for
the amazing work all NHS staff
and frontline carers are doing.
I’m pleased we were able to do

something to support their ef-
forts. They are the heroes of
this crisis and this small gesture
from Modplan was the very
least we could do.” i

Apeer Completes Latest Phase Of
Factory And Production Investment
A new 20,000sq.ft factory ex-
tension combined with further
upgrades in the Apper's door
and window production facili-
ties, have been completed.

The Apeer makes top of the
range composite entrance doors
and Lumi windows and doors
along with other models of doors
including fire doorsets.

The investment completes the
latest phase of the company’s five-
year investment and development
plan begun in 2017. Occupying
a 7.2 acre site the company’s
head office and production facili-
ties now total 140,000sq.ft with

all services now fully self-con-
tained, including the production
of door blanks through to com-
pleted door sets for Apeer resi-
dential doors; fabrication of all
Lumi windows, sliding and en-
trance doors; and all of the com-
pany’s glass requirements.

Coronavirus closure
Like many companies, Apeer
closed for the duration of the
coronavirus crisis. Prior to this
Apeer had seen a steady growth
in line with the company’s plans.
The new facilities further increase
output capacity and provide

greater flexibility to suit market
conditions and demand.

The factory extension has al-
lowed re-planning of production
in more efficient flowlines with all
services under one roof, including
advanced glass processing that
now allows for complex shapes
to be cut and the exceptional
sheet sizes increasingly required
for Lumi doors and windows, to
be sourced in-house.

You can find all the latest
daily news at theinstaller.pro

i
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These extraordinary times are
proving difficult for all of us
and especially for window
and door installers whose
very focus is on serving the
homes where the majority of
us are holed up during self-
isolation, writes the FENSA
corporate body.

Business simply cannot be
done from home, at least not a
fitter’s one!

The Government advice
It is imperative that installers fol-
low government advice at all
times. Should this permit you to
complete an installation already
underway, you will have re-
searched and equipped yourself
with appropriate specialist PPE,
though the golden rule is that you
cannot be too careful. There is a
considerable amount of informa-
tion around and we hope that all
installers will, as a matter of
course, research and equip
themselves appropriately.

Keep busy
By the time you read this it is
likely that most installation work
will have been completed and
window and door installers will
be observing self isolation. But
there is still a great deal that can
be done, including a lot of the
stuff that just gets put to one side
when business is going well,
including providing quotes,

which can still be done with a bit
of imagination and drive…Use
video calling, such as FaceTime
and Skype for example, to follow
up leads that may remain out-
standing from before the emer-
gency restrictions kicked in fully
or indeed, from homeowners
that have time to consider their
ambitions to improve their
homes.

Leads
In fact, FENSA Approved
Installers benefit from free leads
generated through the FENSA
website, which continues to re-
ceive enquiries from homeown-
ers despite the restrictions. With
so many spending so much time
at home, homeowners will begin
to notice the things that need re-
pairing or replacing. These leads
allow the keen installer to at least
build up a quote bank for when
restrictions relax. Get your
customers to do a video walka-
round with their mobile phones
to show what they have in mind
and perhaps even do rough
measurements that can be used
to calculate an approximate
quote subject to survey.

And FENSA Approved
Installers can prepare quotes
through Business Pilot, with
whom we have a great offer on
currently for new users – check
the FENSA Installer Portal for
more details.

Marketing
Also take the time to have a
good look at your marketing col-
lateral. Perhaps it’s time to build
a website if you don’t already
have one or update the one
you’ve had in place for some
time - it’s very easy for these to

become stale and it’s important
to show homeowners you are ac-
tive and likely to be responsive to
requests for quotes or informa-
tion.

New optimism
Many installers, including
FENSA Approved Installers, rely
upon recommendations but as
the world returns to some sort of
normality, most businesses will
have to reboot to some degree
or another. Make sure you are
ready for when the restrictions
come off, to take advantage of
what will be a bright, new opti-
mistic world. And if you still
haven’t signed up with FENSA,
the organisation behind Britain’s
best-known building regulations
compliance certificates, take the
opportunity to do so in time for a
return to work. Whatever you
do, stay safe, consider every ac-
tion taken outside the home and
be ready for when life returns to
some sort of normality.

FENSA Approved Installers
can prepare quotes through
Business Pilot, with whom we
have a great offer on
currently for new users –
check the FENSA Installer
Portal for more details.

i

“As a FENSA Approved
Installer of course we would
expect you to be a cut
above the best.”

FENSA – Keep Calm
And Stay Safe!
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In the 1960s, most houses
were built by using mild steel
(M/S) angle iron lintols, writes
The Installer's technical
expert, Don Waterworth. This
type of lintol was used simply
because the Catnic and IG
lintols that we all know now
were not around.

All The M/S angle iron lintol
however is very limited in its
performance. In the first
instance, there is no system to
decant any penetrating rain-
water, although bricklayers
would make a vain attempt by
lapping a DPC above the
angle iron. This never worked.
Secondly and more impor-

tantly, any M/S angle iron lin-
tol placed in a South or West-
erly aspect would subject this
mild steel product to penetrat-
ing rainwater which it was
never designed to deal with.
Result, the M/S lintol expands,
sometimes, becoming 2-3 times
thicker, cracking mortar and in
some cases, actually ‘jacking-
up’ the brickwork – see
Photograph.

So, in the first instance be
ready to advise your customers
of this defect. Secondly, never -
and I mean never – allow your
builder to convince you that fit-
ting a M/S lintol will be suffi-
cient or correct. It won’t!

Coronavirus Message
We British are a strong breed,
and we will come through this,
just like our parents and grand-
parents have done in the past.
God Bless Them. To you all,
stay safe, keep well.
Don

Picture: An expanded mild
steel lintol has caused
cracking to the mortar.

i

Written by Don Waterworth BSc (Hons)
FCABE MEWI Chartered Building Engineer /
Building Surveyor,Expert Witness,
Accredited Mediator – Tel: 0800 1954922

This article has been authored by our
technical writer – Principal Surveyor
Don Waterworth of hanleyamosstewart.co.uk

Don also acts as an Expert Witness and is an
Accredited Mediator.

Tel: 0800 1954922

Tuesday-Thursday
10:00am-3:00pm.

Make SureYou
Choose The Right Lintol
– Mild Steel Is A No Go
Mild steel lintols are not a good choice when Catnic and IG lintols are easily available,
writes Don Waterworth, The Installer's technical expert.
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Like many other businesses
in the industry QANW is
adapting to the ‘new normal’
and working hard to
maintain business as usual
for members.

Barrie Smith-Wright, Group
Director of Sales, comments on
the ever-changing environment
for us all: “Although we have
tried to maintain business as
usual, some of our members
may have noticed some
changes when trying to contact
QANW over the last few weeks.

“We have followed government
advice and with a big effort from
our IT Department, all our staff are
now safely working remotely.”

Service levels
“I would like to extend a thank
you to our valued members for
bearing with us at this time while
we have been finding our feet,”
continues Smith-Wright. “We
have worked hard to iron out any
initial teething issues and are
now very near to business as
usual in respect of service levels.”

Spring survey
The beginning of April marked
the end of QANW’s member-
wide survey. Smith-Wright was
keen to extend a special thank
you to every member who took
the time to complete the survey
(and thus enter a prize draw). He

says: “Your feedback is of great
value to us and we will use this to
make improvements to our prod-
ucts and services throughout the
year. I hope the winners are en-
joying their prizes.”

Here to help
On a final note, Smith-Wright
wants to remind members that
QANW is here to help you dur-
ing these uncertain times. He con-
cluded: “We will try our best to
support you in whichever way we
can. We value every one of our
member contractors and to assist
you through this period, we have
taken the decision to remove all
membership and non-use fees
going forward during the period
of lockdown. This will initially
apply for the month of April but
we will update members each
month taking into account the
most recent government advice.”

QANW’s Operations team
are on hand during normal
office hours Mon-Fri 9am-5pm to
answer your queries. To help us
help you, we would ask if you
would kindly ensure that your
account with us is as up to date
as possible by having a quick
check of the following:
•Make sure all completed jobs

are signed off.
•Make sure any outstanding

tasks are dealt with.
•Make sure any outstanding

invoices are settled.
To all of our members, please
stay safe and follow government
advice and social distancing at
all times. i

QANW, like many others in
the industry are adapting
to a new way of working
during the coronavirus
crisis – but loyal staff are
on hand via a variety of
channels to help members.

QANW – ThankYou
To Our Members!

The QANW Operations team
are available on:
Tel: 01292 268 020
Email: info@qanw.co.uk
Live chat available through
your members’ area.



Apply Online Today
www.qanw.co.uk

Give
Insurance
Backing
OnAll
Your
Work.

This is a financial promotion made by Warranty Services Limited under section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000.
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Kinnell Group of Companies. Warranty Services Ltd uses a UK based insurer which is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct
Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority. QANW is a trading name of Warranty Services Limited, a company registered in Scotland, with the registered address of
4 Forbes Drive, Heathfield Industrial Estate, Ayr, Scotland, KA8 9FG, and with the company number SC205797. Warranty Services Limited is authorised and regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority (Firm Reference Number 309580).

QUALITY ASSURED NATIONALWARRANTIES (QANW) A KINNELL GROUP COMPANY

09/18



• Domestic window and door installations
• Building regulation compliance inspections
• British Standard 8213-4
• Specification disputes
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A recent survey has revealed
that 87 per cent of home-
owners say aspects of their
home contribute to their pos-
itive mental health – with 64
per cent saying an appeal-
ing garden or outdoor space
was tops.

The Homeowner Survey, polled
by YouGov for the seventh time
in 2019 reports on the biggest
concerns and latest trends affect-
ing UK homeowners. The results
highlight the value that verandas,
conservatories and glazed exten-
sions can add – not only to a
home but to health and well-
being.

Security
Top factors include feeling safe,
with secured locks and windows
(60 per cent), having good nat-
ural light/large windows (56
per cent), peace and quiet (57
per cent), comfortable tempera-
tures (51 per cent), nice views
(44 per cent) and lots of storage
(39 per cent).

All you need
“A conservatory or glazed exten-
sion, complete with bi-folding or
sliding doors, meets all the main
requirements that homeowners
have highlighted as important el-
ements of being happy in their
home,” says Neville Gleed, Op-
erations Director at Abcell.
“There are great opportunities
for installers to promote these
positive mental health benefits to
customers, helping to improve
their well-being as well as their
homes, and installers can get
everything they need from us.

Maximise natural light
“We know conservatories,
orangeries and glazed
extensions are not only an ideal
addition to the overall appear-
ance of a garden but also the
perfect place to admire it from.

“Homeowners can maximise
natural light with a conservatory
roof, lantern or solid roof with sky-
lights – especially when combined
with large aluminium windows –

while the high standards of secu-
rity built into windows and doors
provide peace of mind and help
homeowners to feel safe.

“With more than 8 in 10 peo-
ple in the UK having experi-
enced early signs of poor mental
health, it’s important that we all
do what we can to look after
ourselves, and being happy in
our homes is one of the key
ways to achieve that.”

Picture: 64 per cent of home-
owners say an appealing
garden or outdoor space
helps with mental health and
wellbeing.

abcell.co.uk

i

Bring The Outside In
To Help Wellbeing
“A conservatory or glazed
extension, complete with
bi-folding or sliding doors,
meets all the main
requirements that
homeowners have
highlighted as important
elements of being happy in
their home.”

Neville Gleed
Operations Director, Abcell
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The Milwood Group, the out-
door living specialists,
strengthened it range of alu-
minium shelter solutions with
the launch of the new Sim-
plicity Xtra veranda last year.

Simplicity Xtra is designed to
bridge the gap between
Milwood’s more compact Sim-
plicity verandas and the large-
span Alfresco systems. To do so,
the new veranda offers projec-
tions up to four metres using a
single piece of 6mm glass
between the rafters.

Easy Glaze System
Despite the extra length, Simplic-
ity Xtra is very fast and easy to
install – thanks in part to the new
Easy Glaze System. This new
system takes advantage of a top
cap aluminium glazing bar,
which allows installers to safely
and efficiently glaze the ve-
randa. The inherent strength of
the system means posts are only
required every four metres, al-
lowing homeowners to cover the
entire length of their property.
“Simplicity Xtra – the system is
designed to give trade partners
a veranda that is simple to install,
without compromising on quality,
performance or design,” says
Kevin Horne, MD of Milwood
Group. “As homeowners con-
tinue to focus their attention on
the exterior of their properties

and outside spaces, demand for
systems like Simplicity Xtra will
only grow. The contemporary de-
sign, the ease of installation and
the range of configurations and
options makes Simplicity Xtra the
optimal solution for a wide vari-
ety of applications. We look for-
ward to seeing what our trade
partners produce with this fantas-
tic system.”

Colour
Whilst Simplicity Xtra comes with
chunky, contemporary posts as
standard, the system can be
specified with the Simplicity 6
posts – allowing for the popular
Victorian upgrade. Further up-
grades include, 6mm tinted or
self-cleaning glass, wall-mounted
heaters and remote controlled
LED lighting. The system is even
available in any RAL colour, with
Anthracite Grey and White
available as standard.

Marketing
Simplicity Xtra joins a full line-up
of verandas, canopies and car-
ports manufactured and supplied
by the Milwood Group. Each
system is available with sales
and marketing support.

Rapid turnarounds come

thanks to a centrally located dis-
tribution centre in Leicestershire.

Training
The site is also home to a
Training Academy where
installers can learn how to sell,
specify and install each Milwood
system.

Recent project
A recently completed Millwood
project (by Millwoood's trade
partner Roofit, Ireland) featured
a part open and part closed in-
stallation.

Here’s what Philip McCloskey,
the owner has to say: “This con-
figuration of part open and part
closed is proving increasingly
popular for us. It can provide a
valuable sales infill for clients
who want more than an open
canopy but don't want to commit
to a Glass Room, either for cost
reasons or to maintain a more
outdoor feel.

“We are finding this offering is
closing sales that might other-
wise choose to hold off.”

Picture: The Simplicity Xtra ve-
randa and a part open and
part closed installation.
www.milwoodgroup.com

i

“Simplicity Xtra - the system
is designed to give trade
partners a veranda that is
simple to install, without
compromising on quality,
performance or design.”

Kevin Horne
MD, Milwood Group

Verandas – Simples
With Simplicity



Unit 3, Lloyd Street, Parkgate, Rotherham, S62 6JG
Tel 01709 710100 Fax 01709 525262
Email info@connaughtconservatories.co.uk

www.connaughtroofs.com

Three Solid Roofs - One Fabricator
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The summer of 2019 saw
Sidey transform a tiny yet
charming gardener’s cottage
into luxury five-star hideaway.

The self-catering property,
called The Invergarry, lies in the
charming village of Aboyne and
has been tastefully converted
and extended for visiting tourists.
The one-bedroomed holiday
home in Scotland comes com-
plete with sauna and private hot
tub – hidden within a mature
landscaped garden.

Colour
Sidey was selected to supply alu-
minium windows and doors for
the refurbishment project. Grey

aluminium fixed casement tilt
and turn windows, with low-E
toughened glass to offer high
weather resistance to the cold,
were also manufactured and
supplied by Sidey.

Doors
At the back of the property, an
aluminium residential door, with
a matching coloured sash in
grey, was delivered to site. And
finally, an aluminium open-out bi-
fold door was manufactured for
the property’s lounge area, to in-
tegrate the luxury feel of the inte-
rior with the newly installed
granite patio and bespoke al-
fresco dining area.

Locally sourced
Ron Shanks and his wife, Sheila
Fraser, of Ron Shanks Develop-
ment Projects Limited, bought the
gardener’s cottage three years
ago and spent the next few
months transforming. The pair
worked together to source locally
manufactured products for their
property, which they believe was
built in 1908. After the sale was
complete, the couple agreed to
extend the property and to com-
plement the original design, cre-
ating a luxury living area which
opens out onto the garden.

Picture: It is the attention to
detail that makes The Inver-
garry the perfect place to es-
cape and enjoy a Scottish
holiday in the charming vil-
lage of Aboyne.

i

“Our plan was to create a five-star self-catering holiday
home which was beautifully furnished and finished to an
extremely high standard.”

Sheila Fraser
Director, Ron Shanks Development Projects

Come Into The
Five-Star Garden
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We do things
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www.kestrelaluminium.co.uk
Tel: 0121 333 3575

At Kestrel our approach to aluminium door and window
manufacture is a little different. Not only do we stock
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we also supply standard, half and quarter lengths too. This
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for your project.
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The Composite Fire
Door from
Astraseal.
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THIRD PARTY CERTIFICATION UNDER THE NEW BM TRADA
SCHEME STD 170.

Our doors have been fire tested from both inside and outside of the
door, bi directionally tested to EN1634-1.

Our third party certification follows our innndependent factory
production audits, verifying our door setsss for both fire and security
manufacturing consistency.

Available in 3 designs:

FD30 4 PANEL FD30 6 PANEL FD30 SOLID

All designs are available with or without a glazed top light.

Q MARK FIRE
Q MARK SECURITY

CONTACT US TODAY FOR A QUOTE
For more information regarding our Fire Doors contact us on 01933 270 552 or

visit our website www.astraseal.co.uk/trade



Garnalex has invested in three Combilift
multidirectional forklift trucks to ensure smooth
running at its state-of-the-art aluminium
extrusion factory in Nether Heage, Derbyshire.

The three Combilifts support the integration of the
factory with seamless synchronisation enabled by
GarnerSys. The bespoke management and tracking
system, developed by Garnalex’ in-house software
team, is designed to seamlessly integrate all elements
of the extrusion and manufacturing process with the
Garnalex back-end ERP system (SAP). The Combilifts
are universal trucks that can be used both inside and
outside to provide a high level of operational
flexibility in all areas of this advanced factory.

Garnalex CEO Roger Hartshorn comments: “I’ve
been using Combilifts for over 20 years, and they’re instrumental in the smooth running of a factory.
Our factory is 100,000 sq ft, so ensuring it’s designed to supply a full end-to-end service at all points
of the process requires a co-ordinated approach. It’s important for us to know exactly where our
products are at all times, and with our new Combilifts and GarnerSys to integrate them into the
operation of the factory we do.” garnalex.comi

Rehau has unveiled its latest offering to the Rio flush fit
family – the Deep Bottom Rail. Combining the period-style
visuals of timber sash windows with the desirable conve-
nience and efficiency benefits of modern PVC-U, this addi-
tional sash profile has been designed to complement the
current Rio range and provide more style options.

The Deep Bottom Rail can be mechanically jointed on the bottom
of the sash with a screwported aluminium component to create an
authentic look. As a result, homeowners are given the choice of the
flush sash throughout or an option for the deep bottom rail at the
bottom of the sash.

As an extension to the Rio family, this new window profile has
been designed to enhance the traditional aesthetics of Rio flush fit,
creating a visually appealing heritage look. The wider sash profile
also allows for a more traditional style flush fit window to be
manufactured. rehau.uk/rioi

Foam sealants specialist ISO Chemie's ISO-Bloco
One self-adhesive weather tight tape for window
frames has gained British Board of Agrement (BBA)
product approval certification.

The tape, which offers rapid sealing of windows from
inside the building during the construction phase, is able
to resist the passage of wind-driven rain, snow, run-off
water and dust into the interior of a property. It also
confirms the product’s 10-year service life.

ISO-Bloco One provides a longer lasting seal for
window and door joints up to 30mm wide and
installation compliance to BS8213-4:2016. It is
impermeable to driving rain at a minimum of 1,000 Pa –
66% higher reliability than most conventional joint
sealing tapes. iso-chemie.co.uki
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A comprehensive audit of fastener usage by Rapierstar has
delivered production, quality, stockholding and installation
benefits for window, door and conservatory manufacturer
and installer Vulcan Windows.

Paul Walker, Vulcan Windows’ Operations Director explains:
“We approached Rapierstar because we wanted to make sure
that the right fasteners were being used across our PVC-U factory
and ensure our commitment to high quality products is not being
undermined. With Rapierstar’s close working relationship with
Eurocell and knowledge of their profiles, we recognise the value
of their expertise specifically in relation to the systems we use.

“Their recently updated Recommended Fixings Manual (RFM)
has proved to be a valuable reference guide, offering detailed
guidance not only in the use of fabrication screws but in terms of installation. It is helping our fitting teams
to choose the right screws for assembly of bays and couplers, and assess whether the right length
masonry fixings are being used at all times.” rapierstar.comi

A new flush casement window will open opportunities for
installers when the market returns says aluminium trade
fabricator Fentrade Aluminium Building Products.

Chris Reeks, Director of Fentrade Aluminium Building Products,
says: “We know our installing customers will want to maximise
every opportunity when the market returns. The Optio 58BW Flush
window taps into the growing aluminium market and is perfect
for contemporary new build and traditional refurbishment
projects alike.”

The Optio 58BW Flush window features include impressive U-val-
ues as low as 1.5W/m2K as well as a double rebate that offers
greater protection against the elements. The slim 45mm sashes
provide a minimal contemporary look and a 70mm outer frame for
a more seamless installation. There is a wide choice of handle
colours that will suite with the other aluminium products such as
doors, bifold doors and inline sliders within the Fentrade
manufacturing portfolio. fentradealuminium.co.uki
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Open When We Return

Windows Plus is fitting infection control doors and
privacy screens in Warwick Hospital to support the
efforts of the NHS in caring for Covid-19 patients.

The doors and screens will enable staff to safely put on and
take off protective clothing before entering or leaving wards.

Gary Hampton MD Windows Plus says: “Having previous-
ly carried out work at Warwick Hospital, I got in touch to find
out if there was anything we could do to protect and support
staff in the hospital at this critical time. When they confirmed
the need for infection control doors and privacy screens, we
were more than happy to support them.”

The doors and privacy screens are being manufactured
using the Optima QS70 system from Profile 22. So far, Win-
dows Plus has installed screens and doorsets in the Covid-19
ward and the baby care ward of Warwick Hospital. The next
phase will be the hospital’s canteen, with work continuing
across the hospital thereafter. windows-plus.co.uki



With over 30 years’ experience in the glazing industry, Purplex combines in-depth industry knowledge

with marketing know-how across all channels. As a digital, creative and public relations agency we

build your brand, drive customers to your door and create sustainable, profitable growth.

To find out how we can help you make a real impact let’s start with a coffee.

Bristol | London

Contact Us

Call 01934 808 132

E: grow@purplexmarketing.com

www.purplexmarketing.com/Purplexmarketing

@Purplexuk

/Purplexmarketing

/Purplex-marketing

MAKE AN IMPACT.

THIS IS WHERE IT BEGINS…
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Trade News

Many companies have been forced to re-
think how they operate with remote-working
now essential during the current unprece-
dented circumstances.

Insight Data’s remote-working database platform,
Salestracker, could be the answer.

The system enables sales, marketing, customer
service and telesales teams to access customer and
prospect information online remotely via PC, tablet
or mobile phone.

Jade Greenhow, Operations Director of Insight
Data, says: “Given the current situation it is
impossible for trade and commercial reps to attend
meetings, but using Salestracker they can be
productive working from home – speaking to
customers, compiling prospect lists and calling or
emailing potential customers.

“Many companies now use Salestracker to
enable telesales and customer service teams to
work remotely, as the system records and date-
stamps every activity so managers can keep an
eye on productivity.”

Salestracker provides users with an online data-
base with detailed business information on over
60,000 companies including window companies,
house-builders, local builders, main contractors,
merchants and architects.

It also has a built-in CRM system to help users
manage customers, research prospects and track
potential customers and leads. Cloud storage
means documents can be stored and shared, such
as quotes and proposes, so that teams can work
and collaborate from anywhere, at any time, with
access to all key information.

Insight Data is now providing free set-up and
training for new and existing customers. For more
information visit www.insightdata.co.uk i

Helping Hand For
Remote Workers

HERITAGE ALUMINIUM
STEEL REPLACEMENTWINDOWS & DOORS

NEW HERITAGE V6 BIFOLD DOOR

• HARDWOOD SUBFRAMES AVAILABLE •
Before After

heritage-windows@hotmail.co.uk

ALL TRADESWELCOME

Designed to replicate
1920 Crittall Art Deco style windows & doors
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The Glazpart factory in Banbury is still oper-
ational to support customers – especially
those serving the NHS, medical and food
markets.

Marketing manager Dean Bradley says: “We
are still accepting orders from all our customers
alongside these key market customers in the fight
against the COVID-19 pandemic – and this is
thanks to the dedication, commitment and flexibil-
ity of our team in Banbury. Indeed, we are actively
looking to support medical device customers and
their injection moulding supply chain. If we can
assist as a full-service moulding company in any
way from contract moulding, complete tool room
services, machining or assembly, all they have to
do is contact us. And if anybody out there reading
this, knows where this offer of help could be ben-
eficial – please pass our details on.”

Glazpart has not taken the decision to keep
going lightly and has introduced recommended
measures to ensure safety:
•The factory is operating additional cleaning and

PPE control measures.
•Employees are working remotely where possible.
•Glazpart is working closely with delivery

contractors to ensure the company can continue
to deliver – although signed POD’s currently
may not be available.

•The company is working closely with its supply
chain to source the right stock.

•Non-essential meetings on or off-site have been
cancelled. Account managers are available as
usual via existing and new communications
mechanisms. There is full product support by
email and phone.
Bradley concludes: “We are monitoring the Gov-

ernment’s advice closely and operations may
change depending on this advice.” i

Business As Usual For Oxford Company





Scott’s Corner
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As Britain faces a national crisis
with the Coronavirus,organisa-
tions are taking urgent action
to adapt their business opera-
tions, writes Andrew Scott.

The decisions made by direc-
tors and business owners over the
coming weeks are likely to shape
the future of their companies.

Ongoing impact
The social and economic impact
is likely to be with us for a consid-
erably time. It is vital that the UK
remains ‘open for business’.

Flight
Never before has it been more
important for leaders to avoid
knee-jerk reactions. Short term ac-
tions can have serious unintended
consequences. A cool head and
pragmatic approach is essential.
Reviewing non-essential costs is a
responsible measure but going
into panic mode (‘flight’) and
blindly cutting costs could cause
catastrophic damage making it
almost impossible for your busi-
ness to recover.

There is no question that we will
face an economic roller coaster.
Thankfully, the government is re-
sponding positively and pumping
an initial £330 billion into the
economy with further unprece-
dented steps to stabilise the econ-
omy and support business.
Allowing companies to postpone
tax payments, providing grants
and cutting business expenses
(such as business rates for small
firms) will all help in the coming
weeks. Interest rates have been
slashed and banks will announce
a raft of support measures .

Business leaders now need to
step back and think carefully
about their business and
marketing strategy.
The current situation has forced
people to re-evaluate and change
the way they currently work. Indi-
viduals are spending much more
time at home. Suddenly, people
are reminded that their home is
their castle, a safe place for them
and their family. Many will rethink
their priorities. Holidays, cruises
and travel plans are unlikely to be
on the shopping list, and any
budget for these are more likely
to be spent on their home.

At the same time, without the
manic day-to-day lives we usually
lead, people are spending much
more time watching TV, listening
to the radio and browsing online.
They are immersing themselves in
communication channels.

Sector impact
For retail installers, while enquiry
levels will slow down, those com-
panies which are most visible and
most pro-active will emerge the
winners, signing-up any business
that is available and keeping the
wheels turning until the situation
improves. Those that panic and
go into ‘lockdown’ will be at most
risk from failure.

Communicating the right mes-
sages and adapting offers and in-
centives is key – perhaps focusing
on added living space and home
offices with attractive finance deals.

Remain visible – and fight
For B2B suppliers, it is important
to remain visible. With more time
on their hands, business

customers are more likely to see
marketing communications and
have the opportunity to review
products and suppliers.

Communicating how you are sup-
porting customers, managing your
business and providing continuity of
service are better messages right
now than overtly sales messages.

The future
As we come out of this crisis the
landscape will have changed.
News is already breaking of com-
panies collapsing and others will
downscale their operations.

For those true business leaders
who look to the future, it is time to
think about the recovery strategy.
Communicating right now with
the market, your customers, and
your competitor’s customers is cru-
cial. But alongside this, getting
prepared and ready to step for-
ward as the recovery happens
will give organisations a major
advantage and secure their fu-
ture, and that of their employees
and stakeholders.

Support
This is an incredibly difficult time
and our thoughts are with those
affected by this virus and those
facing the impact of it, both as
business leaders and employees.
At Purplex our teams are working
remotely to support customers
and keep the wheels turning, and
we are here to support any or-
ganisation unsure how to man-
age their communications at this
difficult time.

purplexmarketing.com
t.01934 808 132

i

Andrew Scott, CEO of Purplex Marketing, discusses how companies should manage their
marketing and comms during a crisis.

Managing A Crisis –
Is It Fight Or Flight?
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I trust this issue of The Installer reaches you with everyone
you care about safely socially distancing at this difficult time
– and to those who have lost loved ones, deepest
sympathies.
This industry will come back stronger and the country will come
back too with a greater sense of community than we had before.
I will reiterate something I wrote in the last issue: I think when we
do get to the other side of the pandemic, we should all remember
not just the heroes of the NHS but all the essential workers who
kept us going. The delivery drivers, the shop workers and the carers
should all be given a medal and the respect of better wages in the
future.

Continuing To Publish
We intend to continue publishing for so long as that is practicable.
We have taken steps: To ensure our forthcoming editions are
printed in a safe, controlled environment (a situation we will
continue to review); and have brought or are bringing our new
website offerings on stream earlier than we had originally
anticipated in order to assist with communication at this time.
.
You can now see TheInstaller.pro now.
TheFabricator.pro is in production (again being
produced in safe and controlled environments).

A Message To Our Advertiser Readers
We intend to give as much advertising away FREE over the next
few months on our websites as is viable to support this industry that
has supported us so well. It is our way of showing a commitment to
‘coming back stronger and with a greater sense of community than
we had before’. All you have to do is go to the Advertise With Us
page on TheInstaller.pro Look at the Advertisement sizes. Send
appropriate adverts to either or both installercopy@profinder.eu
fabricatorcopy@profinder.eu We will publish them ENTIRELY FREE
OF CHARGE!

There are limits on the number of Top Wrap Banners & Mobile
Adverts we can accommodate – these will be filled on a First
Come, First Served basis.

Magazine Advertising
The Advertise With Us page also includes a link to the magazines’
Media Pack. We will continue to accept off-the-page advertising.
Check with your Sales Representative for pricing and availability in
our reduced pagination issues – we expect demand to outstrip
supply.

Brian J. Shillibeer, Editor
@theinstallermagazine or installer@profinder.eu
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Access Systems

Bi-folding Doors

Baypole Jacks

Fooorrr aaallllll yyyooouuurrr aaacccccceeessssss cccooonnntttrrroool
annd door hardware
solutions
● Electric Strikes
● DDeadlocking Bolts
● WWaterproof Keypads
● CCompact Shearlocks
● DDeadlocks & Deadlatches
● Loock Accessories
● Trransom Door Closers
● VVortex Magnets

01202 676262
info@alpro.co .uk
www.alpro.co.uk

You can buy jacking kits from as
little as £5.00 each (subject to
order). Kits manufactured to fit
most systems with various loadings.
Top and bottom adjustments meet
Fensa requirements.

Systems Duraflex, Swish24/7, Eurocell,
Status, Synseal, Kommerling, Veka
CAP DESIGNS LIMITED

53 Pound Lane Central,
Basildon, Essex, SS15 4EX

Phone: 0844 4772505
Fax: 0871 2214305

E-mail: capjacking@aol.com
Web: www.capdesigns.co.uk

e as £5.00 eac£5.50

Aluminium Systems

Aluminium Lanterns

Call: 01642 610799
www.madefortrade.co

MAKE THE
SMARTER

CHOICE

Working Days
Lead Time

ORDER TO

DELIVERY FROM

A FAST 10
GET A QUOTE TODAY:
sales@madefortrade.co

Aluminium
Bi-Fold Doors

FROM
ONLY

£345
per leaf

*

Including
delivery

Colour Applicators

www.kolorseal.co.uk
sales@kolorseal.co.uk

Tel: 0121 740 0217
Kolorseal Midlands

Tel: 01924 454856
Kolorseal

Conservatory Roofs

Call: 01642 610799
www.korniche.co.uk

FITTED
IN

MINUTES
ALUMINIUM ROOF LANTERN

THE AWARD WINNING

6
h

ES

997106
.ukoc.he

NUTES

Tel: 07932 243 008 Email: mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu

PROFINDER www.profinder.eu



Fixing Brackets

Machinery

INSTALL

SPECIALISTS TO UPVC AND
ALUMINIUM INDUSTRY

SAVE TIME & MONEY – We are Scotland’s number one contact for
new or secondhand machinery required to manufacture aluminium or

uPVC windows or doors. With over 25 years experience, we can supply
anything from starter packs to full turnkey packages.

For buying or selling Contact:

John Thomson on Tel: 0141 949 0440
Mobile: 07774 144156 or Email: thomsonjohn7@aol.com

UNIT 7, Great Western Business Park,Allerdyce Court, Glasgow

MACHINE SALES & SERVICE

G15 6RY

Planning Consultants

Corner Protectors

“Technically the best way
to toe and heel glass”

Corner protectors • Flat,Bridge,Wedge and Frame Packers • Locking wedges • Run up blocks • Flexible corner wedges

For more information or to find your local stockists visit:
glazpart.com/products/glazing-accessories/
or call 01295 264533 to speak with one of the team.

Flyscreens

Glass Handling



Racking Systems

Window Protection Film

Spares for RepairsProfile Bending

Screws & FixingsWindow openers

Window Bags & Display Cases

“Our in-depth knowledge, attention
to detail and friendly service make
Curved Frame Specialists the ideal
choice to build your custom frames.”

■ PVCU profiifile bending arch
and angle specialists

■ 7-10 working day turn
around

■ Over 20 years experience
■ Competitive prices

Andywrap®Masking Film
The No.1 UK leading Window Protector

Call Freephone:
0800 0850006
sales@andywrap.net

• FREE NEXT DAY DELIVERY
(NO MINIMUM ORDER)

• AVAILABLE IN CLEAR
OR BLUE

• SOLVENT BASED ACRYLIC
(BEST YEAR-ROUND ADHESIVE)

• SUPPLYING THE GLAZING
IIINNNDDDUUUSSSTTTRRRYYY FFFOOORRR OOOVVVEEERRR 222555 YYYEEEAAARRRSSS



Also in Aluminium:

Windows

Vertical Sliders

Call us now for enquiries :
Tel : 01296 668899
Fax now for a quotation : 01296 668450
or email : enquiries@garrardwindows.co.uk

Visit our website :
www.garrardwindows.co.uk

Visofold 1000
Aluminium Bi-Fold

Let the light in

We pride ourselves on our reliability

We carry large stocks of White, Black, Grey and Grey on White
for fast lead times and competitive pricing.
FAX OR EMAIL YOUR QUOTE TODAY!

•
• Available in a wide variety of colours and textured

• Full suite of colour matched furniture (handles,

•
‘Visofold 1000’which allows a low threshold while

Delivered within 6 days, fully fabricated and ready to fit


